Abstruct-Civen an unstable finite-dimensional liar system, the output feedback problem is, f i to decide whether it is possible by memoryless linear feedback of the output to stabilize the system, and, second, to determine a stabilizing feedback law if such exists. This paper shows how this and a number of other linear system theory problems can be simply reformulated so as to allow application of known algorithms for solution of the existence qaestion, with the construction problem king solved by some extension of these known algorithms. The f i i part of the output feedback problem is solvable with a finite number of rational operations, and the second with a f i i e number of pdynomial factorizations. Other areas of application of the algorithm are d e s c r i i Stabiity and positivity tests, low-order observer and controller design, and problems related to output feedback. Alternative computational pracedures more or less divorced from the known algorithms are atso p r o p a l .
NEof the problems which has been occupying the attention of linear system theorists in recent time is the output feedback stabilization problem. In precise terms, there is prescribed a linear system i = F x + G u y = H ' x
where the symbols have the usual meanings, and the system is open-loop unstable, (or possibly simply not asymptotically stable), i.e., some eigenvalue h,(F) of F has positive (or nonnegative) real part. One may then pose two questions, one of existence and one of construction. 1) Does there exist a control law u = Ky stabilizing the system, i.e., such that Reh,(F+ GKH')<O for all i?
2) If there exists such a K , how may one find it? Techniques for answering question 1 are provided by known decidability procedures for multivariable polynomial equalities and inequalities described in detail in a later section. These procedures provide, via a finite number of rational operations on the entries of F, G, and H , a yes/no answer to the existence question.
One way to answer question 2 arises when a close study of the decidability procedures is made; this study shows that the construction question can be solved by the factoring of a finite number of single-variable polynomials. However, two further and distinct techniques for answering question 2 arise (in the event that no solution exists, these techniques will simply fail to construct one). One of the techniques uses the theory of multivariable polynomial resultants and the other a minimization procedure for multivariable quartic polynomials with certain convergence properties. The main discussion is relegated to a later section.
Our contributions relative to the output feedback stabilizability problem can therefore be summarized as observing the applicability of known results to the existence question, the extendability of these results to the construction question, and the applicability of other known results to the construction question.
It is well known that certain problems are equivalent to the output stabilizability problem, and very brief mention of these is given later in the paper. There are, however, also some problems which are apparently inequivalent and yet will succumb to treatment via decidability procedures. Among these we discuss later are the question of deciding for (1) whether one can position the eigenvalues of F+ GKH' arbitrarily (save that complex eigenvalues occur in conjugate pairs) via choice of suitable K ; the decidability procedures allow the answering of this question in a finite number of rational operations.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sections I1 and 111, we outline the main results of the decidability theory; presentation of the decidability algorithms in full is out of the question as a result of editorially-imposed length constraints, and all we can do is erect a few signposts pointing to the principal ideas in the literature.
In Section IV, we relate the output stabilization problem to the decidability framework, and in Section V, we indicate alternative procedures for tackling the construction question. One of these procedures is useful for any decidability problem, but the other is more restricted though it is applicable to the output stabilization problem. In fact, our presentation ties it to this problem. Section VI contains an example on the output stabilization problem. In Section VI1 we discuss various other problems which can be tackled via the decidability ideas presenting an example in Section VIII; Section IX contains some suggestions for future consideration.
We remark that there are special versions of the output stabilization problem for which solutions are well known, for example, if rank H = dim x and [ F , G ] is completely controllable (or stabilizable); or if u and y are scalars (polynomial factorization gives critical root locus gains and then one tries one gain in each of the finite number of intervals thereby defined).' A survey up to date at the time of its writing two years ago is provided by [30] , which enlarges on these and other special versions of the problem.
DECIDABILITY PROBLEM-SINGLE VARIABLE
We shall work up to the decidability problem needed to tackle the output feedback problem by noting a number of simpler decidability problems. The simplest such problem is: given a polynomialf(x) with real coefficients, does f ( x ) have any real zeros (equivalently, is f(x) > O for all real x)? As is well known, Sturm's theorem [ 1, p. 1751 and [2. p. 2801 will tackle such problems. Sturm's theorem provides an algorithm which actually yields, in a finite number of rational operations on the coefficients of f( e ) .
the precise number of distinct real zeros off(-). Now supposef(x) and g ( x ) are two real polynomials of degree at least one. Three decidability problems exist. Are there real x for which
for all x ( 6 ) or f has a real zero of odd multiplicity at which g is positive (7) or g has a real zero of odd multiplicity at which f is positive. Now (6) can be checked out via Sturm's theorem. Conditions (7) and (8) can be checked out by a variant of the procedures used for studying (3). Common zeros in f ( x ) and g ( x ) can be handled via technical devices. In each of the decidability problems associated with (2), (3), and (4) then, the question can be answered in a finite number of rational operations.
The general decidability problem for one cariable (and this, as we shall see, can arise via an output feedback problem with scalar u and y ) has the following form for real polynomials: h,(x). 
The first of these is a trivial variant on the basic problem. Either one can study [ f (~) ]~+ [ g ( x ) ] ' via Sturm's theorem, or one can find the highest common factor via the Euclidean algorithm [3, p. 1591 and then check if it has real zeros. The second is slightly more subtle-but methods for tackling it are still 120 years old [4], [5] . The main idea revolves around studying a Sturm sequence with !(x) and f ' ( x ) g ( x ) as the first two members. (A Sturm sequence is a set of polynomials with certain properties; such sequences always occur in the standard application of Sturm's theorem.) For a modem treatment. see Meserve [6] . The third problem can be reduced to a study of (3) and of
Details may be found in [6]. To give the reader some feel for why this is the case, observe that (4) wi!l be true for some x if, assuming no common zero of f ( x ) and g(.r),
A preferred form of this question is obtainable in the following way. One has k,(x)#O if and only if k,(x)'>O (allowing elimination of the fourth group of inequalities). [ fU(x)l2 = 0, allowing elimination of all but one equality. Hence, (9) is satisfied by at least one real value of x if and only if at least one of a number of sets of the following form is satisfied by some real value of x :
(Each inequality h,(x)> 0 doubles the number of such sets.) Of course. it can be that the sets of cy and y are empty, or that the sets of P. y, and 6 are empty in (10). These conditions imply absence of f ( x ) or the gg(x) in (11). In the latter case, the decidability problem is trivial. In the former case, it is trivial to check whether positive or negative x of very large magnitude satisfy the inequality collection; if not. the decidability problem is equivalent to polynomial factorization yields the frequencies at which the Nyquist plot 'An equivalent procedure based on Nyquist plot ideas also works:
one where the equality (1 I), both the inequalities and the equality are present.
B
Markov [7] showed that (1 1) could be solved in the sense that the number of values of x satisfying (1 1) could be found by solving a number of problems with only one inequality as in (3). Effectively, he systematized an intuitively reasonable approach for the case nb = 2, which can be tackled as follows. Let X denote the number of distinct real roots of f ( x ) = 0 with g,(x) > 0, g,(x) > 0, Y the same with g, >0, g,<O, Z the same with g, <0, g2 >0, P the same with g, > 0, Q the same with g2 > 0, and R the same with g, g , <O. Clearly, if f, g,, and g, have no common factor,
Now the decision method for (3), besides determining whether there are any x such that (3) holds also determines the number of such x . Therefore, P , Q , and R are known, and from them X follows.
As might be imagined from the above example, occurrence of common factors or repeated zeros in the polynomial appearing in (1 1) can cause difficulties. These are neatly resolved in the paper of Meserve [6] , which contains a complete account of the decidability problem in the single variable case.
Our discussion to this point has been of the existence problem: and solutions to it which use a finite number of rational operations. Consider now the construction problem; we shall restrict attention to (11). If the equality f(x)=O is present, there is no alternative to polynomial factorization to obtain solutions of (1 l), with (if the gB(x) > 0 inequalities are present) testing of the real zeros off (-) in the inequality conditions. If the equality f ( x ) = O is absent, one way for construction to proceed is as follows. One checks whether very large positive or negative x will satisfy the inequalities; if not, one computes the real zeros
, one of which must satisfy the collection of inequalities g,(x)>O if there exists a real solution. It may be that there are more efficient ways of solving the pure inequality set, but we are unable at this point to find a method of universal applicability that is also numerically appealing; we suspect that such a method not involving polynomial factorization should exist.
Notice that the solution just described to the construction problem also provides another solution (in the numerical analysis sense) to the existence problem (although not via a finite number of rational operations). It may well be preferable too, since the number of rational operations required for the existence problem associated with (1 1) increases exponentially with the number of inequalities and depends probably in a quadratic fashion on the degree of the polynomials.
DECIDABILITY PROBLEM-MANY VARIABLES ,
The statement of the existence problem should be clear.
Given real multivariable polynomials f,(x,, x,; . . ,x,), g B ( x , , ,x2,-. * ,x,). h, (x,, x2; . . ,x,), and ks(xl, x2,. . .xn) for a , j3, y, and 6 in certain finite index sets, are there real values for the n-tuple (xl,* . ,xn) for which for all a, j3, y , and 6 f,=O
There are three distinct approaches to this problem, due to Tarski [8] and Seidenberg [9] , and all providing solutions in a finite number of rational operations. Seidenberg's paper discusses one approach at length? and notes briefly that a second approach follows from the work of Second, in the usual division process, the coefficients of the quotient polynomial are formed by rational operations, including dicisiotz, on the coefficients of the divisor and dividend polynomials. Such quotient polynomial coefficients in general will no longer be polynomials in (x,; . ,x,,-!), and it turns out that this situation must be avoided for the overall decidability algorithm to work. It is in resolving these difficulties that all the complications arise in obtaining a multivariable Sturm theorem.
The Tarski Theory
Let us now describe the main theme of Tarski's algorithm. In broad terms, Tarski gives a method for deciding on the truth of sentences of the elementary algebra of real numbers.
A sentence in this context is a statement involving real constants, variables which may take real values, algebraic operation signs (plus, minus, multiply, is equal to, is greater than), sentential connectives (logical and, or, negation), and quantifiers (existential and universal), with, moreover, the property that there are no free variables in the sentence. "There are real n-tuples. such that (13) holds" (when the polynomials f,, etc., are prescribed) is an example of such a sentence. So is "There exist either no real n-tuple, or precisely 3 real n-tuples, such that (13) holds."
In more precise terms and describing a part of the Tarski theorem in terms helpful to our discussion, one can regard Tarski Here the x" and g; are multvariable polynomials with real coefficient^,^ and in any of these alternative sets, either the equality or the inequality set may be absent.
With the aid of a multivariable form of Sturm's theorem, it is shown that each one of the alternative statements in (14) Again, the J'-' and g:-' are multivariable polynomials; they are constructed from the polynomials in (14) via a finite number of rational operations. In effect, the passage from (14) to (15) amounts to a removal of one variable from under the application of the existential quantifier.
This relates to the existence question for (13) in the following. As for the one-variable decidability procedure, one can eliminate the appearance of the two last forms of inequality, with the possible introduction of a number of ?he superscript is not a power, merely a n index.
alternatives. The sentence whose truth is to be tested becomes one of the form of (14). Each alternative in (14) gives rise to a sentence like (15), and each alternative in (15) in turns spawns a set of alternatives in an (n -2)-variable sentence. The procedure continues until onevariable sentences alone are obtained. Their truth can be checked via the theory discussed already, and because of the equivalence between the various sentences involving different numbers of variables, the truth of (13) can thereby be checked.
All this is done with a finite number of rational operations; the finiteness for many problems may, however, be illusory from the practical point of view, since the number of operations at each reduction in the number of variables depends exponentially on the number of polynomials and, it would seem, quadratically on the degree of the polynomials. In a later section, we shall describe procedures for solution construction which are not rational (since they involve computations like polynomial factorization) and which can be used for tackling the existence question as well (in that they simply fail or indicate the existence of nonreal solutions only, in the event that the existence question has a negative answer). Though these procedures are not rational, they may be competitive with the procedures of this section for the existence problem. Now consider the issue of solution construction in the context of the Tarski procedure. It is a consequence of the Tarski algorithm that should one have aE (n -1)-tuple (F,; . . satisfying (15), there exists an n-tuple satisfying (14) of the form (X,,. . ,Z,-l,Z,). Consequently, the determination of one E,, knowing E,, . -,F,-I is a computational problem of the type described at the end of the last section, and can proceed by factorization of a singlecariable polynomial. To solve the construction problem, recall that starting with (14), ultimately a set of onevariable equality/inequalities is obtained. Assuming solution existence, one can compute a solution by polynomial factorization. This solution is then used in the twovariable equality/inequality set to reduce it by substitution to a one-variable set which is then solved by (onevariable) polynomial factorization. It must of course have a real solution. In turn, the 3-variable, Cvariable, --,nvariable sets are solved with at each stage factorizations of single-variable polynomials being used.
One further point should be made. At any step, the possibility of the equality being absent arises. Although our method still demands solution in a polynomial factorization there may be more efficient ways of solving a pure inequality set, and in using polynomial factorization, an infinite number of solutions will be thrown away.
The Seidenberg Theory
Like Tarski, Seidenberg's main method works by successive reduction of the number of variables. However, the equality/inequality sets have a different form to those of Tarski.
Observe that gb>O for some real x1,x2;. ,x, if and only if x n + , g a -l = 0 for some real x1,x2,---,xn,xn+l. Using this observation and the procedures noted for the one-variable case for eliminating inequalities of the type4 In summary, by introducing further indeterminates, Seidenberg allows replacement of an initially prescribed equality /inequality set with a singre equality.
Seidenberg also gives a procedure (tied to a multivari- ,X, -,, x,), and checking which real zero X, , yields g,(X,;
-,X,,)#O.
Of course, the process of lowering the number of variables can be continued until one gets a finite set of real polynomial equations of the type
Decidability of equations of this type is easy, and if any of the set (19) have a solution, so does the original (17).
Further, computation of a real solution x1 of one of (19), assuming such exists, requires no more than polynomial factorization. Consequently, a solution to the original problem can be computed by a series of polynomial factorizations, assuming there exists a s~l u t i o n .~ 4An alternative method of dealing with k, > O is to demand that, equivalently, h, -x,'+ = 0.
5Notice that Seidenberg's algorithm could also presumably be applied addition of more indeterminates and the obtaining of a single equality.
to a single variable inequality/equality set, with the first step being the Whether this method of tackling single-variable problems would be more efficient than say the Meserve method is conjectural.
IV. THE OUTPUT STABILIZATION PROBLEM
We return to the problem posed in the introduction. Suppose K has n entries. (Here, n will be the product of the input and output dimensions.) Call the entries In case K is a 1 X 1 matrix, the inequalities become of the type which can be handled via the basic Meserve method [6] , which compared to the multivariable methods, is very straightforward. However, as remarked earlier, the problem of scalar K is easily dealt with via classical control ideas.
A number of other technically different procedures can be applied in the general case. For example, in lieu of the inequalities (2), one could use the LiCnard-Chipart inequalities [ 1, p. 2201 , involving approximately one-half the inequalities of (20) The question of what is the most efficient set of inequalities to start with is unanswered. Also, the most effective way of converting the inequalities to one-variable equality/inequality conditions is unknown.
V. Two OTHER SOLUTIONS To THE CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
We begin by presenting a solution to the output feedback construction problem which clearly has applicability to a wider class of problems, but possibly not to the construction problem for the general equality/inequality set (13), at least without some modification. Subsequently, we shall present a method applicable to the general set (13). For reasons that will shortly be clear, we shall term these methods the multivariable resultant and quartic minimization methods.
Multivariable Resultant Method
Suppose there are rn inequalities p i ( x I , x 2 ; -. ,x,)>O defining solutions of the output stabilization problem.
(The pi might be derived by the Hurwitz criterion, the Lienard-Chipart criterion or some other stability criterion but in any case are real multivariable polynomials.) We shall find a solution to the set if one exists via two steps.
Step I . Conversion of the m inequalities to ( m + n ) equations in ( m + n ) unknowns.
Step 2. Solution of the simultaneous equations. Then by a standard theorem of calculus, see [12, p. 1981, (21) and (22) will hold at the minimum.
Associating (21) and (22) , we have a set of ( n + rn) multivariable polynomial equations in ( n + m) variables; these equations hace a real solution if and only if the output feedback stabilization problem has a solution, and any real solution of the equations prosides a solution of the stabilization problem Solving such equations is standard-multivariable resultants are the tool. Reference [13, ch. 4 and 1 I ] contain a discussion of the theory and [14] a good discussion of the numerical aspects; this latter reference is also a helpful source of other references. The general idea is to eliminate one variable at a time; after each elimination, polynomial equations are still encountered, and they are obtained by rational operations on the equations before the elimination. Ultimately, in general only one variable is left occurring in a single polynomial equation and polynomial factorization will then isolate all real solutions which are then substituted into the two-variable equation set. Polynomial factorization (again of one-variable polynomials) will find all solutions of the two-variable set, and so on.
One technical point is as follows. As stated earlier, in general, the elimination procedure leads to a single polynomial equation in one variable, the order of which is actually the product of the degrees of the initially prescribed simultaneous equations (see [3 i, p. 121) . However, it may be that in a given case, the elimination procedure leads to a single polynomial equation in more than one variable-and then no further variables may be eliminated. Now such an equation has in general an infinite number of solutions, and there seems no easy way of extracting a real solution of this single equation which could be guaranteed to define a real solution to the original set (though a complex solution might exist.) It is our belief (though a proof is still lacking) that this pathological situation may be avoided by replacing the problem of minimizing Z i J ( r, ? + x ; ) by one of minimizing XjJ(vir,?+h32) for fixed positive numbers vi,pj. For it would appear that the pathological situation can only arise for particular values of the vi and pi, so that random selection of these constants would avoid the difficulty with probability one.
Several further points should be made. First, one helpful way of contrasting this approach to that of the last section is to realize that in the Tarski and Seidenberg approaches, much of the work is devoted to demanding that solutions of the various equality/inequality sets are always real, whereas in the material above, one instead finds many solutions of the sets, possibly complex, and simply discards those that are not real. One exchanges thereby the complexity of a possibly very large number of separate rational operations for a number of rational operations (still possibly large in number) involved in computing the resultant, together with irrational operations associated with polynomial factorization.
Second, the method of this section introduces polynomial factorization where one could reasonably suspect that with a problem initially specified by polynomial inequalities (and therefore such that the solution set is open), introduction of polynomial equalities-with, in general, the consequent determination of only a finite number of solutions-is unnecessarily restrictive.
Third, the multivariable resultant method is not straightforward to extend to arbitrary polynomial equality/inequality sets. Of great help in the application to the feedback stabilization problem is the fact that the set of stabilizing feedback laws is open, rather than possibly containing isolated points. An arbitrary equality/ inequality set may have a solution set containing isolated points, and their location using methods of differential calculus may be hard or impossible. For example, suppose the given equality/inequality set was simply ( x I -1)2+ ( x 2 -2)2 = 0. Naturally, the solution here is obvious, but if it were not, one might seek to minimize x: + x i subject to the equality constraint: the Lagrange multiplier method then fails, as is easily checked.
Quartic Minimization Method
The method applies to an arbitrary polynomial equality/inequality set, and commences by using the Seidenberg observation noted earlier that one can associate with such a set a single real multivariable polynomial equality (with a greater number of indeterminates in general) such that the original set has a real solution if and only if the single equality has. Moreover, a solution of the latter contains a solution of the former.
The next step is to use an idea of Bremermann [15] . From the single equality, a collection of simultaneous multivariable polynomial equalities can be obtained by introducing further indeterminates such that no term of degree higher than two occurs in any of the new equalities. Call this set y i ( x , , -. -,xN) = 0. Any solution of this set defines a global minimum of B(x,; * -, x N ) = Cy,? and if 6 ( x ,,. . , x N ) has a minimum of zero, the minimizing AT-tuple yields a solution of the original polynomial equality/incquality set. Now the polynomial 6(x,; ,xN)is quartic, and accordingly along any fixed direction in R it has a global minimum, computable by solving a cubic equation. Bremermann couples this observation with a random search procedure, and claims that there results a global minimization algorithm that always converges.
No rate of convergence can be predicted, and for large N , one would suspect that the algorithm would be unfeasible. Examples with N small have been successfully run by the authors.
It is of interest to reflect that others have attempted iterative procedures for the output-feedback problem which have been based on function minimization, e.g., [16] . Such algorithms were however bedeviled by the fact that convergence to a local minimum was likely to occur, and the fact that there was no guarantee that the algorithm would generate a stabilizing feedback gain, even if one should exist.
VI. OUTPUT FEEDBACK STABILIZATION EXAMPLE
The following example illustrates the construction of those inequalities the real solutions of which yield a stabilizing (output) feedback law, together with the solving of the inequalities. The example is one of the simplest possible that is at the same time nontrivial-it involves two gain matrix parameters only-and yet the calculations are still substantial. The decidability mefhod we apply is that due to Tarski; since it is impossible to set out the general Tarski algorithm, we merely indicate here that particular sequence of steps indicated by the Tarski algorithm as being appropriate for this example.
We consider the plant i = [B 13 : Ix+[ + 
The Tarski algorithm now demands that we examine the truth of the sentence In this case, let us temporarily fix u. The theory (and our own logic) then demands that we examine the sentence T : ( 3 no real w with ( w > O )
The first set of equivalences to T cover the possibilities of coefficients of the second polynomial in w being zero, see [8, definition 28 (vi) ]. The first of the three alternatives is, by inspection, never true for any real u. In case a formal determination of
T*{[c-
falsity is required, the algorithm would replace the first which will now be studied. 
and next, from (26) and (27), (29) i.e., if some real value of v satisfies the conditions on the right of (29), there exists a real w such that, see (25), w > 0 and w(v-l)-(5v2+13u)>0.
Study of S in (24) and of (25) shows that if some value of v satisfies (30) then there exists also a w with w > 0 and w(v -1) -(5v2 + 13u)>O, i.e., there exists a stabilizing feedback law.
Note that (30) preceded by an existential quantifier is equivalent to S, and is the end result of eliminating the bound variable w from S .
It is a trivial matter to select a value of v satisfying (30) . Take For 0=2, we have w > O , w-46>0, so that w=50, for example, works.
VII. OTHER PROBLEMS

Simple Variations on Ouvut Feedback Stabilization Result
1) Suppose a set of closed-loop poles is specified. Then a set of multivariable polynomial equalities with ,the feedback gain matrix elements as unknowns will result.
2) Suppose the output feedback stabilization problem is posed with constraints on the gain magnitudes; then these are easily handled simply by incorporating additional polynomial inequalities.
3) Suppose the output feedback problem is posed with the constraint that the closed-loop system must have all poles to the.left of Re[s] = -0 , or within a sector of center the origin and strictly contained in Re[s]<O. Then standard variations on the Hurwitz eonditions will again yield multivariable polynomial inequalities.
4) Feedback laws of the type occurring in large-scale systems fall within the discussion, so that solutions to problems of the type considered in [17] are possible.
5) Quadratic minimization problems with output feedback are considered in [ 181 and [ 191, and necessary conditions are obtained which can be interpreted as providing a polynomial equality/inequality set to be satisfied by the entries of the gain;the decidability theory will then indicate solvability of these equations.
Arbitrary Pole Positioning via Output Feedback
For the system of (l), the question arises as to whether one can obtain an arbitrary characteristic polynomial for F+ GKH' by choice of K. This question can also be settled by the decidability theory, as we now show. Suppose sj is the set +j =o, $,+O, k = 1~2,. , . ,nj. We Suppose f = FX + G K y = H ' x , and one desires to imtherefore consider the sentence plement a feedback law u = K x + u,~. The question arises as to whether there exists an observer of lower order than T : [3 at least one real value of t,; . . ,t, such that a Luenberger observer which will estimate Kx. It . ,t, such that see that (34) defines a number of multivariable polynomial inequalities and equalities, so that the decidability -[3 at least one real value of rl; . , t,,, such that theory applies.
Of course one can also study via decidability theory the question of obtaining arbitrary observer dynamics or indeed, arbitrary eigenvalues in (33), for which only sufficient conditions have been stated before (see, e.%,
Multivariable Positicity
In multivariable network theory, passivity may sometimes be concluded if it is true that for a certain multivariwhere sj is of the form (6; = O)r\(&+O), k = 1,2,. . . 7zi. able polynomia1 f ( x l ? ' . ' I x n ) One has f >' for -The truth of the sentence T is decidable via the Tarski or Seidenberg theory. and so therefore is the pole positioning problem.
At first glance, one might imagine that this problem would be an order of magnitude harder than the output . feedback stabilization problem, and it is interesting to find [22] . the output feedback stabilization problem. The corre-root distribution problem for ellipses, and considering the question, for spending discrete can of course also be handled precisely what ellipses does the root distribution problem have a rational in a similar way.
solution. We see now that in principle it has a rational solution for all ellipses.
decidability theory can this problem to 6The authors are aware that several workers have been studying the Another semistandard problem involves checking for namely, aperiodicity. Polynomials are aperiodic if all roots are distinct and negative real. The logical decidability probdV * w a x . av lem then requires us to rule out real ( x , y ) such that
For the roots of f(s) to be distinct, it is furthermore necessary to check for the absence of common roots between f(s) and (df(s))J(ds), which, of course, can be done by standard rational operations. Similarly, problems of relative stability can be examined. But the real importance of the method is not that it allows reexamination of problems for which solutions are known-solutions in fact more efficient than those associated with the algorithms defined in this paper-but that it vastly extends the range of problems for which solutions can be obtained. . .,x,,)> 0, for all real nontrivial x, and ( d V / d r ) = -V,(x) < 0 (or -V,(x) < 0) for all real' nontrivial x, has not been solved, except in special cases. The decidability question, "Is V ( x ) > 0, for all nontrivial x?" is equivalent to the question, "Does there exist a nontrivial x such that V ( x ) GO?" Elementary decision algebra again tells that it is possible to answer the question in a finite number of steps, using only rational operations. An approach implementing these operations will be forthcoming.
Multitiariable Root Distribution and Stabiliv
By taking si = xi+@; with xi,yi real, one can construct a test for deciding whether there exists any 3,; -. ,S,, making It 1s required to d e t e m~m whether f zero in a region defined by equations of the form interest which could be used is n;= lRe[si] > 0. For the two-variable case, see [27] . In the next section, we present an example on the multivariable stability problem. Aside from its intrinsic illustrative aspects, it is important for another reason, which we now explain. The basic decidability theory, especially in its use of Sturm's theorem, could be regarded as paying special attention to the behavior on the real axes of polynomials whose arguments could, at least apriori, be complex. Now the multivariable stability results of [23]- [26] are concerned with the behavior of polynomials where the interesting region is the set of unit circles. The next example shows that there exists a parallel to the normal (real axis) decidability theory which might be called unit circle decidability theory; this parallel is not simply a consequence of introducing conditions like x2 + y 2 = 1 into the real axis theory, or mapping the unit circle to the real axis by a bilinear transformation. It has independent validity. 
Lyapunoc Stclbility Test
It is seen that no degree reduction on n ;= 'lzil = 1 occurs when (37) is viewed as a polynomial in z3 with coefficients in other indeterminates. Because of Cohn's result [29] , the By Meserve's method, the content of the system compolynomial in (37) has the same number of zeros in prised of PII,PZI, and P3I can be studied, with x = z I + z:
Iz3( < 1, as a certain derived polynomial, for arbitrary zl,z2
as the indeterminate. The sign pattern for each x correon lzll = 1, 1z21 = 1. Using the derivative of (37) with responding to z, on lzll = 1 should be such athat the polyspect to z3, replacing z3 by z; ', multiplying by 2 3 and nomial in (39) has two zeros in 1z21 < 1 (and therefore two conjugating coefficients the following 
implying that P,,(x) < 0, -2 < x = zl + z ; Q 2
It is seen that no degree reduction on lz,l= 1 occurs when P,,(x)= -1O6(x+5.9742)(x+6.296I) (39) is viewed as a polynomial in z2.
formed from the polynomial obtained by differentiating z2 and conjugating coefficients (coefficient conjugation to actually not necessary). Applying Cohn's result again, the following table is . (x+4.7798)(~+3.9461).
(39) with respect to z2, replacing z2 by z;', multiplying by p31(x) is a high degree polynomial in x and is not here, for the sake of brevity. So, the original polynomial with respect to z4 has a zero in 1z41<1, for z1=-1,z2=-1,z3=l. In fact, A(-l,-l,l, z4)=4z4+4, implying that A ( -1,-1,1,-l)=O. Thus, one source of instability has been actually constructed.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
It is evident that the decidability algorithms of Tarski and Seidenberg will tackle a number of system theory problems that have hitherto been difficult or impossible to solve. Equally, certain deficiencies of the theory are evident. For example, 1) It is evident that a lot of potentially useful (and potentially simplifying) aspects of the specific problems are liable to be thrown away using the theory. For example, in the output feedback stabilization problem, one might reasonably have looked for a condition such as absence of uncontrollable, unstable states to appear explicitly in the procedure.
2) The computational burden can become very large for even simple problems. The same is of course true of dynamic programming, but this does not negate its use, and has led to the development of devices for coping with the difficulty. One would hope for a similar development for the decidability theory.
3) At certain steps in the Tarski and Seidenberg algorithms, collections of polynomial inequalities may be augmented by a polynomial equality. The effect is to limit the solutions which can be constructed via these algorithms.
The last word of course has not been said, and we see a number of directions in which further work should fruitfully head. In general terms we would favor the development of more existence checking procedures depending on polynomial factorization, say for example, an extension of the multivariable resultant method of Section V (or some variant theorem) to general decidability problems. This would amount to a move away from the Tar& and Seidenberg procedures; another reason for making such a move is to avoid the introduction of restrictive polynomial equalities referred to above.
Other more specific questions one might ask are the following. 65 one generate any helpful parametric description of all stabilizing gains?
2) If one can pole position by output feedback, can a gain be determined by rational operations, as is the case with state feedback?
3) What application to decoupling problems can be made of the decidability theory? 4) How might one measure the complexity of a set of decidability theory calculations in terms of parameters appearing in the initially given polynomial equality/ inequality set? This has relevance in deciding what formulation of various possible ones is the most efficient.
